A46 4102: Masterclass In Urbanism, Architecture + Landscape

TALL BUILDINGS & THE LIVELY CITY:
BEHAVIORAL STUDIES & CITY DESIGN, LONDON
Oliver Schulze, Visiting Professor of Urban Design, Washington University in St. Louis
& Partner, Schulze+Grassov, Copenhagen, Denmark
Mohammed Almahmood, Ph.D., Postdoc in Urban Design, Schulze+Grassov &
University of Copenhagen, Denmark
John Hoal, Ph.D., Professor of Architecture & Urban Design & Chair Urban Design,
Washington University in St. Louis

Spring Break; March 10 – 16, 2019
Liveability, lively cities, public life and other concepts describing inviting, vibrant and
stimulating urban environments are frequently communicated in new visions for the future
of cities today. This focus on ‘urban life’ is a direct reaction to the urban realities created in
the 20th Century, where increases in our standards of living and the associated city building
processes have created areas in which large and increasing numbers of people have become
isolated from each other, socially & geographically. Despite our new awareness for the need to
plan for a shared and intensified urban life in sustainable cities, we continue to have difficulties
in understanding exactly what this ‘urban life’ is, how much of it we truly want and need, and
how we can reconcile the often conflicting and simultaneous needs of people for privacy and
social stimulation.
Over a five day period in London students in humanities, architecture, art, urban design and
landscape architecture will explore the “urban life” in tall building locations of the city and will
develop an insight into the potential for such buildings to contribute to local communities and
we will investigate the challenges that tall buildings pose to a healthy public life through their
complex servicing requirements and their impact on micro-climate.
During the stay the students will have the opportunity to visit a number of architectural,
urbanism and landscape firms, and key contemporary public spaces, buildings and landscapes.
The students will be introduced to the structure and working methods of the public space /
public life methodology.

Number of students: 20
Workshop credits: 2

Preliminary Schedule
Friday

March 8

Travel to London ... earlier if possible

Sunday

March 10 Walking London
Oliver Schulze will lead an all-day guided walk through
historic and recent London development areas.

Monday

March 11 Visiting organisations and projects
New London Architecture foundation
Carolyn Dwyer, Director of the Built Environment,
City of London
Alaistair Mellon, Sellars Developments
TBD, Development Director, Brookfield Development

Tuesday

March 12 Preparation of Public Life Survey

Wednesday

March 13 Public Life Survey 8am to 8pm
Survey sites: 3 - 4 sites. Location TBD

Thursday

March 14 Guided work to document survey
Presentation of work Schulze+Grassov

Friday

March 15 Assemble Presentation - AM
Presentation with invited guests - PM
Drinks and Farewell 4PM

Saturday

March 16 Personal day / return travel to St. Louis

Open to all graduate students. Visas are required to travel to the UK depending on
the passport country of the student. Preparation for visa applications begins on the
first day of classes of the Spring semester. There is a minimum enrollment of eight
by February 1st. Please confirm participation with Ellen Bailey (ebailey@wustl.edu).
A Coordination meeting will be scheduled during first week of classes.

